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Interplay of Stress, Structure, and Stoichiometry in Ge-Covered Si(001)
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By calculating the evolution of surface energies and surface stress tensors of Ge-covered
with increasing Ge coverage, we derive the most probable Ge stoichiometry in the subsurface
beyond 1 monolayer coverage. We compare the calculated surface reconstruction and surfac
at the thermodynamic and kinetic limits to experiment to provide a quantitative understanding
recently observed Ge-induced reversal of surface stress anisotropy. [S0031-9007(96)00004-X]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Md, 68.35.Bs, 68.35.Gy
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Si(001) exhibits a wealth of fascinating and intriguin
phenomena in which surface stress often plays an imp
tant role. For clean Si(001), the presence of an anisotro
surface stress tensor gives rise to a ground-state str
domain structure, consisting of equally populated1 3 2
and 2 3 1 domains [1,2]. For Ge-covered Si(001), th
distribution of the stress (strain) field in the overlay
regions, greatly enhanced by lattice mismatch, has b
shown to be responsible for the2 3 N reconstruction [3–
5], interlayer mixing [6–8], step roughening [9] and ste
bunching [10], and the transition from layer growth
three-dimensional cluster growth [3,7,11,12]. The drivi
forces generated by surface stress and its anisotropy
troduce various changes in surface morphology, which
turn modify the stress field. The control of surface stre
through control of the amount of deposited Ge can le
to novel surface properties. For example, a recent exp
ment [13] shows that the intrinsic surface stress anisotr
of Si(001) can be tuned through zero and reversed in s
by Ge deposition.

Despite extensive studies [1–13] on surface morph
ogy and surface stress of Ge-covered Si(001), there
significant gaps in our understanding of the morpholo
and stress relationship in the GeySi(001) system. Funda
mental in those gaps is the stoichiometry of the surfa
and subsurface regions as the coverage of Ge chan
It is difficult to distinguish between Si and Ge becau
of their similar atomic, electronic, and chemical prope
ties. As Ge is deposited on Si(001), a surface layer c
sisting of a mixture of Ge and Si is speculated to for
below 1 ML (monolayer) coverage; the atomistic proce
of Ge incorporation and the compositional distributio
are unclear [8,14]. Above 1 ML coverage, the surface
expected to be terminated completely by Ge, based on
face energy consideration. Medium-energy ion scatter
measurements [6] suggest different depth distributions
Ge on Si(001) at different growth temperatures. The
tual distribution of Ge in the subsurface regions, howev
is difficult to ascertain. This lack of knowledge of sto
chiometry makes impossible a precise assignment of c
tributions to the morphology and stress modification as
is added. To our knowledge, no theoretical study has b
done to address this important issue.
0031-9007y96y76(17)y3156(4)$10.00
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In this Letter, we present a comprehensive theoreti
study of surface morphology and surface stress anisotr
of Ge-covered Si(001) as the amount of Ge is changed.
establish the most probable Ge subsurface stoichiom
above 1 ML coverage by matching the theory to t
existing experimental information on surface morpholo
and surface stress anisotropy. We show that Ge depos
at typical rates and growth temperatures of 500–700±C
produces films that are not in the thermodynamic grou
state, even if the deposited film is annealed at typi
laboratory conditions. We conclude, as a consequen
that the reversal of surface stress anisotropy is cau
by the behavior of the2 3 N reconstruction, with no
substantial contribution from interlayer mixing.

Si(001) exhibits a2 3 1 reconstruction [15,16]. Sur-
face atoms form dimer rows to lower the surface ener
by eliminating one dangling bond per atom at the expen
of introducing an additional anisotropic surface stress. T
stress along the dimer bond is tensile, while the str
along the dimer row is compressive or at least less t
sile [17]. This surface stress anisotropy leads to a stre
domain morphology with nearly equal population of2 3 1
and 1 3 2 domains separated by monatomic steps [1,
By applying an external stress and measuring the cha
of relative concentration of the two domains, the intrins
surface stress anisotropy on Si(001) has been quantitati
determined [18]. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM
measurements on Ge-covered Si(001) show, similarly, t
the intrinsic surface stress anisotropy is modified by
adsorption [13]. The anisotropy first decreases, becom
zero at about 1 ML coverage, and then increases in
opposite direction as the coverage increases. It is spe
lated that the development of the2 3 N reconstruction
plays a major role in reversing the stress anisotropy, a
that GeySi interlayer mixing and dimer buckling may con
tribute as well [13].

In order to explore these possibilities, we have calc
lated surface energies surface stress tensors of Si(001
a function of Ge coverage. At a given coverage, the
fect of interlayer mixing is investigated for several di
ferent Ge depth distributions. For each distributions,
determine the most stable surface structure (the valuN
in the 2 3 N reconstruction) from a minimization of the
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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energy, and then calculate its corresponding surface st
anisotropy. We describe how the surface stress and
surface structure evolve as the Ge coverage increases
comparing the calculated surface structures and their
face stress anisotropies to the experiment, we infer
most probable Ge stoichiometry profile in the near-surfa
region.

In calculating the properties of the2 3 N reconstructed
surfaces, we opted to use the empirical Tersoff pot
tial [19], as it is still prohibitive to carry out a series o
first-principles calculations for a structure this comple
To test the validity of this empirical potential for our ap
plication, we first calculated surface energies and surf
stress tensors for the2 3 1 structure of clean Si(001) and
Si(001) covered by 1 and 2 ML of Ge, using both th
first-principles pseudopotential total-energy method a
the empirical potential, recognizing that the2 3 1 struc-
ture does not represent reality for this system. The det
of the calculations will be published elsewhere [20].

To describe the surface stress tensor, we set thx
direction along the dimer bond and they direction along
the dimer row. A positive stress tensor defines tens
stress. In Table I we compare the results from the t
different potentials The quantitative agreement betwe
the two methods is rather good for surface energies, but
satisfactory for absolute values of surface stress ten
and anisotropies. Nevertheless and most importantly,
empirical potential predicts the quantitatively correct tre
of change in all three stress quantities as a function
Ge coverage. Both calculations show the surface st
changes toward compression in both thex andy directions
upon Ge deposition, reflecting the buildup of stress in
deposited film due to lattice mismatch. But the surfa
stress anisotropy remains essentially constant. At 2
coverage, we also considered the possibility of GeySi
interlayer mixing, allowing the second layer of Ge
segregate to the energetically more favorable sites in
third and fourth layers (see discussion below). The surf
energy is indeed reduced, but the surface stress anisot
does not change noticeably. Therefore,with or without
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GeySi interlayer mixing, the surface stress anisotrop
would not be reversed by Ge deposition if the surfa
maintained a2 3 1 reconstruction.

Using now the empirical potential, we investigate
how the surface stress anisotropy is affected by2 3 N
reconstruction, caused by the ordering of dimer vacanc
[3,5]. In creating the dimer vacancy, the more stab
rebounded structure [4,21] was used. In Fig. 1 we p
the surface energy for the2 3 N reconstructed surface as
a function of N for Ge coverages of 1, 1.5, and 2 ML
At 1 ML coverage, the Ge adatoms form the surface lay
because the dangling-bond energy of Ge is much low
than that of Si [8,14]. For coverages above 1 ML, w
consider two extreme cases: one at the thermodynam
limit, the other at the kinetic limit.

At typical growth and annealing temperatures of 500
700±C, the effect of bulk diffusion is negligible [7]. The
Ge adatoms, however, may still be able to segregate i
the subsurface region through surface diffusion, whi
may be enhanced by the surface dimerization induc
nonuniform stress field distribution in the subsurfac
region [22,23]. In Fig. 2 we draw a schematic side vie
diagram of the2 3 1 structure at 1 ML Ge coverage and
mark the calculated atomic displacements (left half) a
effective atomic stresses (right half). The surface dim
experiences a very small tensile stress. The second la
is under large compression. In the third and fourth laye
the sites beneath the surface dimers are under compres
stress and the sites between the surface dimers are u
tensile stress. Below the fourth layer, there is virtually n
stress. Because Si is smaller than Ge, lattice sites un
compression favor Si occupancy and lattice sites und
tension favor Ge. We therefore assume, as a reasona
thermodynamic limit, that for 1.5 ML coverage half a
monolayer of Ge occupies the fourth-layer tensile sit
with 1 ML on the surface; for 2 ML coverage a hal
monolayer each of Ge occupies both third- and fourt
layer tensile sites. At finite temperature entropy requir
some Ge to occupy the unfavorable sites, but we find th
the results are insensitive to this effect after testing seve
eses)
ssible
TABLE I. Surface energiessgd, stress tensorsssd, and stress anisotropies (F) of 2 3 1 Ge-
covered Si(001) calculated from the first-principles and the empirical (values in parenth
potentials. A negative sign indicates compression. The last row takes into account po
GeySi interlayer mixing (see text for details).

Coverage g seVyÅ2d sxx seVyÅ2d syy seVyÅ2d F seVyÅ2d

0 0.0995 0.073 20.129 0.202
(0.0926) (0.032) s20.078d (0.110)

1 ML 0.0963 0.072 20.155 0.227
(0.0848) (0.019) s20.092d (0.110)

2 ML 0.1009 0.024 20.166 0.190
(0.0909) s20.008d s20.143d (0.135)

2 ML(s) 0.948 0.018 20.185 0.203
(0.0860) s20.029d s20.143d (0.114)
3157
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FIG. 1. Surface energies for the2 3 N reconstruction at
various Ge coverages. Symbols are calculated values for 1
(solid circles), 1.5 ML (solid and open squares), and 2 M
(solid and open triangles) coverages, respectively. Solid
interlayer mixing) and dashed curves (with interlayer mixin
are spline fits to the data. Horizontal lines mark the2 3 1
surface energies for each individual surface.

different occupational configurations. As a kinetic lim
we assume no GeySi interlayer mixing. All the deposited
Ge adatoms are simply placed in the outer layers, for
coverages above 1 ML.

The optimal2 3 N reconstructions (the lowest-energ
point) at the three coverages we considered are all m
stable than the corresponding2 3 1 structures (horizonta
lines in Fig. 1). The deposited films allowing interlay
mixing (the thermodynamic limit, dashed lines in Fig. 1)
expected have lower surface energy than the correspon
ones without interlayer mixing (solid lines). For the the
modynamic limit, the optimal value ofN is independent of
Ge coverage and remains in the vicinity of 14 with a ve
shallow well. Obviously Ge segregation lowers the surfa
energy by occupying the favorable atomic sites to rele
surface stress. The relaxation of the stress in turn red
the concentration of dimer vacancies, leading to surf
structures with unchanged (and large) values ofN at dif-
ferent coverages. Experiments [3,9], however, indicat
changingN with Ge coverage, suggesting that the th
modynamic limit is an incorrect assumption. We the
fore infer that the GeySi interlayer mixing is suppresse
by a large kinetic barrier. The films grown at the expe
mental temperature (500–700±C) [13] are apparently un
3158
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FIG. 2. Schematic side view of2 3 1 surface, projected
to (110) plane. Solid circles are surface Ge atoms. Op
circles are Si atoms. Arrows mark the direction of atom
displacements. Numbers on the left-hand side of the figu
label the atomic displacements from their ideal bulk positio
in Å. Numbers on the right-hand side of the figure a
atomic-level stresses. The results are obtained using
empirical potential. The optimal structure agrees well with th
present and a previousab initio study [J. Cho and M. Kang,
Phys. Rev. B49, 13 670 (1994)].

able to reach the thermodynamic ground state. Witho
interlayer mixing (solid lines in Fig. 1), the periodicity (N )
gradually decreases with increasing Ge coverage, indic
ing that more and more dimer vacancies are formed to
lease the increasing lattice-mismatch-induced compress
stress along dimer rows, consistent with both low ener
electron diffraction (LEED) [3] and STM [9] observations
The calculated optimalN values are 14, 8, and 6 at cover
ages of 1, 1.5 and 2 ML, respectively, which agrees re
sonably well with the experimental value of 12 at 0.9 ML
10 at 1.6 ML, and 8 at 2.3 ML (LEED) [3] or 11 at 0.8 ML
and 9 at 1.6 ML (STM) [9]. Moreover, the potential wel
around the optimal periodicity becomes deeper and n
rower at the larger coverages, suggesting that the stat
cal distribution ofN will become narrower with increasing
coverage, as shown by STM [9]. The good agreement
tween experiment and the results at the kinetic limit su
gest that surface morphology is dominated by kinetics,
least for Ge coverages above 1 ML.

The calculations of stress anisotropy confirm this co
clusion. We calculated surface stress anisotropies for
surface structures having the optimal value ofN as a func-
tion of Ge coverage. The results are compared to the
periment [13] in Fig. 3. In the thermodynamic limit, in
addition to the formation of dimer vacancies, the stre
field in the surface region is relaxed by interlayer mix
ing as the Ge coverage increases. As a result, the c
centration of dimer vacancies does not increase with
coverage. The calculated surface stress anisotropy ne
changes sign, in disagreement with experiment. Witho
interlayer mixing, the theory shows that as the Ge co
erage increases, the surface stress anisotropy decre
and reverses in sign at about 1.1 ML, in good agreem
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FIG. 3. Surface stress anisotropy as a function of Ge cov
age. Open triangles and circles are calculated results for
optimized2 3 N reconstructed surface with and without inter
layer mixing, respectively. Open squares are experimental da
Lines have been drawn to connect data points for clarity.

with experiment [13]. The reversal of the anisotropy
mainly caused by the formation of ordered dimer va
cancies, which not only initially relieve the compressiv
stress along dimer rows but overcompensate at high dim
vacancy concentration so that the stress along dimer ro
becomes tensile. The calculations also show that the
bonding of four second-layer atoms beneath the vacan
reinforces the effect by introducing a large tensile stre
along the dimer row.

The analysis of both surface reconstruction and surfa
stress anisotropy therefore implies that GeySi(001) sur-
faces routinely produced by MBE deposition of Ge an
observed by surface science techniques represent a s
near the kinetic limit. The GeySi interlayer mixing can-
not be substantial. To be certain, we performed two mo
calculations for the 2 ML coverage, assuming 12.5% a
25.0% of Ge segregates from the second layer to
third layer, respectively. With 12.5% Ge segregation, w
find an optimalN value of 8 and a stress anisotropy o
20.22 eVyÅ2. The N value of 8 agrees better with the
experimental value of 8 [3] or 9 [9] than theN value of
6 at the absolute kinetic limit; the stress anisotropy agre
less well with experiment but at least still has the corre
negative sign. With 25.0% Ge segregation, we find
optimal N value of 10, which may still be acceptable, bu
the stress anisotropy becomes positive, in contradiction
the experiment. We expect the actual amount of Ge m
ing to lower layers to be below 25.0% in the films grow
experimentally [13].

In summary, we have calculated the surface energ
and surface stress tensors of Ge-covered Si(001).
obtain the optimal structure and stress for the thermod
namic limit and for several kinetic limits. By comparing
the theory to experiment, we conclude that the structu
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and stress tensors routinely observed in experiment c
respond to surfaces with minimal GeySi interlayer mix-
ing; the resultant film is not in the thermodynamic groun
state. For 2 ML coverage of Ge less then one-fourth
a layer can be mixed into the Si substrate. The sm
amount of intermixing suggests that barriers to interd
fusion are sufficiently high even with the added drivin
force of stress to prevent reaching the thermodynam
ground state at typical molecular beam epitaxy proce
ing conditions.
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